I’m really excited that you have decided to
join us for the MyMemories adventure! On
our journey together this year, I will share
some fun tips, tricks, projects, ideas and
some inspiration with you! I hope you will
find just the thing you are looking for to
complete your own *Project 52*!! The hard
work will be worth it and you will have an
amazing COMPLETED masterpiece at the
end of this year! Thanks for joining us!

This week’s word is something *I* am not always a fan of - it’s
something I personally struggle with… but you might be a
great expert. I think the best thing about it is, that you are
completely in control of it! So, grab a cup of coffee, or a large
diet Coke and sit back and check it out and see what you think!
More than anything - it’s just about DOING something this
year. If you challenged yourself with our *Small Changes that
Make a Big Difference* idea - how’s it going? Have you saved
a few bucks, cleaned out a drawer, or donated a box of stuff
you don’t need to someone who does? It’s honestly the best
feeling in the world when you start to make progress. Have
you scanned your 20 photos? We’ll all look back in no time
and SEE the distance we’ve started to move! It’s NOT too late
to get started - it’s NEVER too late to get started! YOU CAN
DO IT… and it just takes a LITTLE time!

And a VERY special THANK YOU to our friend, Sarah from
Sweet Blossom Designs for letting us use her super cute
kit, *PHOTO SHOOT* for this fun series! Thanks Sarah,
we LOVE it!! (I think you will too!)
Check it out here: PHOTO SHOOT!

Join us each Saturday in 2012 for a fun new edition of MMS P-52! It’s
going to be a fun iournex into our lives, our memories, our familx’s
storx and we’ll grow through it together! If xou miss a weej, don’t
worries, the posts will be listed on the blog so you can always catch
up! If you have something FUN you want to suggest that we add to the
list - please send me an email, Email me at LisaJ@MyMemories.com

. .and don’t forget to maje a memorx todax!
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Each Saturday there will be a KEY word or THEME for the week. You can use this *idea* for inspiration! It
will NOT be a direction, or requirement - there are *NO* rules! This is just a little way I want to help YOU put
a project together that belongs to YOU… that YOU created. When you are done, it will be what YOU wanted
it to be! I hope you have fun on this journey WITH me, I will be working on mine too, and trying to get better
about having a FUN project going along with yours! Let’s get to it, and do it TOGETHER! Ready… here we go!
This week’s word is:

I’ve heard it said many times that if you FAIL to PLAN, you PLAN to FAIL! I think with scrapping that can be
true as well. But don’t feel locked in because your PLAN doesn’t come together like you originally thought
it would! The beauty of INSPIRATION is that it sometimes has a mind of it’s own! Some of my very favorite
projects started as my worst mistakes! That’s one of the best things about digital too! No stitches to pull
out, no glue to undo - no ruined messes and wasted supplies - just DELETE or UNDO and you have a fresh,
clean palette to start with! Rethink - rework… you have control of the project from start to finish. As they
say, *it ain’t over ‘til the fat lady prints* LOL!! But honestly, in digital - even after you print, it’s not too late to
change your mind. So, pick a kit, pull some photos and get started! It helps to select a theme if you want a
cohesive flow in an album or a dominant color… but you can have a beautiful project that is a patchwork of
many different colors and kits. Do you have a favorite designer - start there! If you are looking for something
you’ve never done before - check out the *New Designs* section at MyMemories.com. There are TONS of
great ideas and tools in the Design Shop and on the MyMemories Facebook page. We also have a fun new
challenge every week on the MyMemories blog to keep you on your scrappy toes! So don’t miss a BIT of it!
It’s all designed to help YOU preserve YOUR family’s story YOUR way! So get to, you can get through it!
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The most important thing we can do as storytellers is to have the raw materials to create the
story with, so make sure you take PHOTOGRAPHS! Plan a few opportunities each week to snap a
picture. Plan to grab a photo every day if you can! Pick a few props if you have babies or young
children that you can incorporate into a monthly image so you can see how much THEY grow in
one year! If you
have the same item in each photo, you really gain a great perspective! It
can
be
really fun to try - and there are TONS Of great sites out there selling fun
props for children’s photography! YOU DON’T HAVE TO BE A PRO to get
great pictures of YOUR children. Get familiar with your camera and
what it can
do,
you’d be surprised at the tools you already have! It’s an added bonus to create a
great page and be able to say that YOU took the picture! So brush up your photography skills and snap away!

It’s great to capture *once in a lifetime events* but MAKE SURE you don’t miss the every day
magic in your life on regular days! Are the kids filthy dirty from playing in the yard and cuter than
you’ve ever seen? I
love pictures like that of kids being KIDS. Did they fall sound asleep in the
middle
of a new
book? That would make a precious picture! Make sure THIS WEEK
to get a picture
of a BIG
laugh, a little smile and a dirty face! Even big kids an pets
should give you that! :-) Make sure you grab at least ONE
candid shot when they are not all smiles and looking at the
camera - those are great moments too, and you’d hate to
miss a single one of them!
Those are the moments you can look back on and remember how much
fun your regular days were!
Keep your camera handy and ready to go! It’s a treasure you create!

Understand that you are not perfect - allow yourself to enjoy your life and not stress over the
process though. Try to vary the way you capture your memories - if you miss a picture, take a
minute to send yourself a text to remember something cute they say, or shoot yourself an
email you
can journal from later. We are technology infused these days and we have
way more fun options today than ever before! So USE what you have! Keep a little
notebook if you like that better. But don’t always trust your
memory - days get busy and life moves fast! There will be days
when the kids are big that you’ll forget the little things, so keep
them fresh if you
can for when
you have time to put them together! Not every great page has a
photo! Even if you just jot down the
name of a song that fits the day, that’s a great start!

Now, I don’t mean *negative* in the bad sense!! I mean this as a reminder! Remember the
days when we had sleeves of negatives that we could always reprint a picture if we lost the
original? We could always find them in a drawer somewhere and reprint that photo that we
misplaced - well, in today’s digital world, it’s SUPER EASY to lose a file, or delete something
just
by accident! So BACK UP YOUR FILES - make sure you have a good PLAN in
place if something happens! Get an external hard-drive, or pay for
some sort of storage offsite if you want, but make sure your images are
protect from loss so you have them if you need them! It’s TOO easy to lose
something
you
can’t replace! Get a PLAN NOW and even if you do a little at a time - back things
up - you never
know when you might need it. A good game plan now can avoid disaster later!
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